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The Eminent Need for Change.

SharePoint’s powerful search feature to access
and dynamically navigate between sites and data.

For a company in the logistics and supply chain
industry, efficient management and access to data
plays a crucial role in expanding the business.

The Path towards Transformation
“We had a vision and a site map, but our team had never used SharePoint as a

CMS before. We had some very specific needs and didn’t know where to start”
– Lisa Brink, Director of Marketing, Riekes Equipment.

The path forward would be challenging for both teams as it was critical to keep the end
users in mind. There had to be a balance of leveraging new functionality and custom
widgets with the need for ongoing maintenance to be handled by the Riekes Team. And
employees were very comfortable using the previous intranet so the transition needed
to be seamless for them. As a result, we went through multiple mockups of each site’s
expected UIs with various focus groups, allowing us to deliver unmatched functionality
with an intuitive user experience.

Custom widget similar to what Riekes Equipment had in the beginning
to maintain a consistent user experience.

A redesigned weather image to match the website’s overall
design and experience

Custom way to browse and archive document libraries and
showcase latest documents.

Custom way to browse and archive document libraries and
showcase latest documents.
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SharePoint optimised Search Tool

Restricting access to some data was equally important for Riekes Equipment.
To achieve that, we divided the user groups into different permission levels and
security groups to be moderated by the Administrator. Item level permissions
further restricted sensitive data.

Out-of-box Hubsite navigation configuration.

We created a central location for non-departmental related documents. For
documents related to the department, we stored them on the in-department
document library.

A Striking Difference
“Not only did they provide complete documentation on the site, but also held a training for our
content creators. Tulip was a wonderful partner throughout the process.”

– Lisa Brink, Director of Marketing, Riekes Equipment

After reinventing data management and navigation, Riekes Equipment is now exploring new
ways.

Multiple

knowledge transfer sessions were held between Tuliptech and the Riekes team,

accompanied by detailed documentation. Employees now know how to search relevant data,
access and navigate with improved efficiency. All carried out on a robust, secure, and user–
friendly architecture.

“Our work for Riekes Equipment was all about augmenting capabilities, allowing them to save
time and get more out of the available tools.

The task was challenging, connecting all the bits and pieces and bringing them under a single
robust network. But the results were definitely worth the climb.
We're pleased that Riekes Equipment can now effortlessly search, access, and navigate data
to explore new growth opportunities.”

Masum Shamjad
Founder and CEO, TulipTech
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